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EDITORIAL
JUST OPINIONS                                    
Last year I spent the week before Labour Day Stateside doing some shopping, visiting the mall
of America and all that fun stuff. Our drive back along the North shore of Lake Superior on the
US side was filled with all sorts of little “festivals”, Labour Day things and what not. A lot of people
out and about.
Cross the border and as I am coming into Nipigon I drive right to my house as if any other day in
the area. Then it occurs to me – this is Fall Fishing weekend in Nipigon!
Not a sign, literally, of Nipigon’s largest yearly event (was actually the 50th anniversary). Where
is the celebration of Nipigon? Anyone driving along the highway (thousands of cars every day)
would never know, never have the opportunity to stop and explore.
Why is there an apparent shortage of open-ness about what we have here in Northwest Ontario?
Large potential regional events become delegated to local events that even neighboring communities know nothing about. Yes, some people do, but what about most people?
The Red Rock Folk Fest, another yearly event does have a pretty good reputation and advertising
system in place and has become mostly regionally known, but why is its activities strictly limited
to Red Rock? Why can’t other communities’ help, hold complimentary activities, share advertising with their own “local events”.
Northwest Ontario is separated by large distance, but common interests, common thoughts and
the desire to bring prosperity back to the region once enjoyed at the height of the forestry industry.
In order for tourism to really happen here there are numerous things we need to do at all levels.
The average person, small group, organization and town - we need to stop thinking of our events
and local resources being just of local interest - we need to share our knowledge, our pictures,
our resources and our events with those that may just happen upon our region.
We have a captive audience on those highways, now we just have to get the people to stop, the
first step is to openly celebrate what we have here.

									- Glenn Hart
Copyright 2014 - GH Services
You may only reproduce this content with permission. Contact ghart@nwoutdoors.ca for permission. We encourage this content to be used in local northwest Ontario newspapers/websites with proper accreditation and the
website URL displayed (www.nwoutdoors.ca).
Othe than that - be nice!
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STOCKED LAKES
OVERLOOKED OPPORTUNITIES                                    

Resources
myBackyard.ca
Stocked lake lists

Fishonline
Google: Fishonline Ontario

1

Splake are a hybrid
of a Lake and Brook
Trout. They gain the growth
of a laketrout however the
habits and even taste of a
brook trout. Although naturally possible, the stocking program is needed
as splake are unable to
reproduce.

The stocking program in northwest Ontario has been around
for decades, in some cases it is
designed to help re-introduce
depleted species, in others it is
to introduce new sport fishing
opportunities.

every year (the smaller fish will
tend to be caught first).

Currently in NW Ontario there is
a widespread stocking program
which is creating “put and take
lakes”. These lakes and ponds are
stocked regularly with Brook Trout,
Splake and even Rainbow Trout to
provide additional angling opportunities as well as to take pressure
off native/natural fish populations.

Stocking lists are put out every
couple of years and are available
online and at MNR offices throughout the region.

Brook trout / Splake tend to live
for about seven years and reaching about 9lbs (Splake can reach
this size sooner). Stocked as fingerlings or yearlings as noted in
the stocking lists, a particular year
fish will reach a nice fishing size
2-4 years after.
For prime fishing, look for a stocking 3-6 years ago with stockings

These lakes are all listed in the regulations under “additional opportunities” and have increases limits
and seasons.

Get out and enjoy some of these
underutilized angling opportunities
this spring.

Q

U I C K T I P :

FUSSY SPLAKE or brook
trout. Spinner with worm
under a bobber. Reel in
5 feet slowly then stop.
Repeat until all the way in.
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2015 Fishing
Regulations

Google: 2015 Fish reg Ontario
Stocked lakes are under

“Additional fishing opportunities”
Be sure to consult your fishing
regulations and other sources for
lake locations as lake locations
are sometimes misidentified.

9

Typically stocked lakes are open
year round, have a limit of five fish
(aggregated) with no size restrictions. These lakes are available
throughout our region and are one
of our most underutilized angling
opportunities.
Fishing stocked lakes eliminates
pressure on native fish stocks
which are a precious commodity
and one which will hopefully grow
into a major industry (tourism) in
our region.

2

Brook trout, using
the Nipigon strain
of Brook trout and creating a widespread stocking
program has yielded an
incredible put and take fishery throughout the region.

3

Stocked lakes tend
to be smaller, easily
fished (even from shore,
canoe), as well they tend
to have increased limits
as they are designed as
put and take lakes in order
to reduce the pressure on
natural fisheries.

4

Large nightcrawlers,
spinners, bobbers,
Little Cleos, jigs and flyrods
all make for great fishing in
these overlooked lakes.
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HUNTING 2015

IMPORTANT DATES AND WHATS NEW                                    

Important Dates:

Moose Validation tag draw : 		
Antlerless Deer Validation draw:
Elk Game Seal:				

Seasons (tentative)

Moose (Bows Only)			
September 19
Moose (Gun)				
October 10-Dec. 15
Calf Moose					Oct. 24-Nov. 6
Deer (Bow Only)				
September 1
Deer (Gun)					October 10

Trails in the fall become overgrown and can be hard to spot, in
the spring, with little to no foliage,
a good deer trail becomes very
apparent. Well-traveled trails
then help you identify the routes
between feed and bedding which
come fall, will be hotspots.

* Dates subject to change and may be different for your WMU, consult
official regulations regarding start dates.

Deer

This may be good news for the
deer encroaching on moose territory however with the reduced
moose herd, they may not be able
to take advantage.
No big changes are planned for
the deer hunt however with greatly
reduced moose tags there will
likely be more hunters targeting
the deer populations.
Moose
Revised moose regulations, limiting calf hunting and moving the
start of gun season start to come
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Spring 2015

Although hunting season is months
away, and your attention is likely
on fishing spring is the perfect
opportunity to locate deer for the
fall hunt.
As the snow retreats, before the
grass grows in and before the
tree foliage obscures it all - this is
a great time to get out and locate
deer trails, cover, food sources as
well as remnant signs like rut pits
and scrapes from last year.

April 21-June 1
March 1 - June 30
May 1 - June 10

After potentially a second brutal
deer season with deep snow and
extra cold temperatures outside
of Thunder Bay area there will
likely be another drop in deer
populations.

Spring scouting for fall deer

into effect this upcoming hunting
season so be sure to check your
new 2015 regulation books.
Moose Commentary
A lot of discussion after the hefty
tag cuts in most parts of NW
Ontario last year as well as the
new season changes as well as
additional changes coming next
year. Changes meant to stop the
steep decline of the local moose
populations in our region but are
they enough?
I have heard a lot of complaining
about the new rules and generally there seems to be a majority
belief that the efforts may not go
far enough.

11

Setting up shooting lines, stands
and access paths is also for the
spring as it will allow your smells/
disturbance to be washed away
over the summer and will allow
for much less disturbance when it
comes to hunting time.
So grab your fishing rod, go
explore back trails, map some deer
trails find a nice spot to sit for the
upcoming hunting season.

Hunting Resources
http://www.ontario.ca/document/ontario-hunting-regulationssummary
Google Earth Pro (Free mapping anyone?)

SPRING BROOKIES/SPLAKE
Nightcrawlers
Red hooks
Gold/silver/ (red and white) spinners
Little Cleos
Minnows
Bobbers
Panther Martins
Large Jig Flies

ARM YOURSELF! - Necessary Tackle
STEELHEAD
Spoons, Little cleos at river mouths
Yarn
Pinks and Greens
Egg Flys
Pink worms
Row bags

Q

U I C K T I P :

WHEN FISHING rivers
do not underestimate
the potential for fish to
be in the shallow water
between you and the
deeper water, always
fish the close water
before you jump in and
wade to the ideal water,
you’d be surprised at
what you may find if you
take the couple seconds
and slow down to really
assess the situation, I
am sure many fish have
been missed by rushing
into the river and not
taking the time to make
a game plan.
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FROM THE
TOURNAMENT
TRAIL
WITH GLENN LEROUX

                                 

Tournament fishing has fascinated many anglers for the last 20 years including myself. Tournaments
in our area of Northwestern Ontario are primarily focus around bass and walleye for spring, summer
and fall. Most of these tournaments are one or two day formats and live release of the fish are standard. Competitive angling is on the rise in Northwestern Ontario. Events dot the map in our region. I inter-

viewed competitive angler Glenn Leroux. Here is what he had to say.

When pre-fishing try
many different techniques and fish everywhere. DO NOT
ASSUME ANYTHING!

When did you start fishing
competitively?
Glenn: Aug 20, 1991
What made you decide to take
up Tournament Fishing?
Glenn: Since I was 8 years old
fishing was my life. I was competitive in nature but I did not
excel in any athletic sports. So I
decided to compete in fishing contests like the Molson Big Fish and
the In-Fisherman Master Anglers
Awards to satisfy the urge in my
early teen years. Taking a top ten
finish in the Molson live release division with a 30 inch walleye and a
couple years later received a Grand
Slam Award with the In-Fisherman
really fueled my passion for competitive fishing. After seeing
several of Bob Izumis (Real
Fishing Show) featuring various
tournaments I was determined to
try one. Back in those days only
the KBI and Atikokan (Phil Sawdo
Memorial Bass Tournament) were
in existence in NWO. In 1991 my
friend and I entered Atikokan. I will
never forgot driving to Atikokan in
my 1978 GMC with a 14ft aluminum boat in the box of the truck
powered by a 7.5hp Evinrude.
We were by far the smallest and
slowest rig in the field. We fished
the tournament and ended in 14th
place and the first bass we caught
on day one (3.8lbs) turned out to
be the big fish of the tournament.
Since then I have been addicted to
tournaments.
Which species do you tournament fish for?
Glenn: By far my personal favourite is bass. There are just so many
techniques to fish for them. You can
catch them in 2ft of water at one
spot and in 32ft of water the next.
They are a fun fish to catch. Also
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have taken part in a few walleye
tournaments in the region. I spent
my summers in my younger years
at Graham where walleye was the
only option to fish for so walleye
fishing is in my blood. I also enjoyed
the Salmon Derby when it was a 1
day event - it felt more like a tournament than a derby.
What is your favourite aspect of
tournament fishing?
Glenn: Spending 10-12+ hours a
day pre-fishing prior to the tournament. Being forced to fish in whatever conditions are happening at
that time. Trying to figure out what
the fish are doing. I feel I learn
more in 4-5 days of hard core prefishing than a summer of weekends of recreational fishing. Also,
cannot forget about coming back
after a day of fishing and enjoying
a BBQ and beers with the boys:):):)

13

Please add and describe your
favourite fishing technique.
Glenn: Really do not have a favourite technique. My favourite technique is whatever is working at the
time and putting fish in the live well.
-Roger Mayer
thunderbayfishing.com

Which tournaments are your
favourite ones?
Glenn: I cannot pick one. They
are all unique and I enjoy them all
equally. Although I would pick a
bass tourney over a walleye event.
I do have a soft spot for the ABC
(Atikokan) as it is the first tournament I ever fished.
What advice would you give to
someone that is just starting out
tournament fishing?
Glenn: Keep an open mind.
Research the lake(s) you are
fishing. Talk to the locals, bait
shops, campers etc. Anything you
learn about the lake is beneficial.
When pre-fishing try many different
techniques and fish everywhere.
DO NOT ASSUME ANYTHING!
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GARDENING
IN THE NORTH

                                   

Most of NW Ontario is considered
growing hardiness zone 2a or 1b
meaning we don’t have a great
growing season here, however it is
possible to grow a number of vegetables throughout the area.
For starters , the growing season
is only between 80 and 105 days
around these parts, however we
do have a strong advantage in that
we have increased daylight hours
which does offset the growing
season somewhat.

usage of space. They can also
easily be covered in spring/fall to
avoid the cold.
Use plants with short maturity times. Peas, beans (bush),
radish, most leaf lettuce and even
beets can easily grow in our shortened growing season, some can
even be planted twice with a little
ingenuity.

Increase the Ground Temperature
Using raised beds, with plastic
over them – especially in the spring
– allows for the soils to warm up
quicker and stay warmer longer.
Warm soils allow seeds to germinate and grow. All plants will only
grow in soils above a certain temperature. Sometimes you can even
place a set of older style Christmas
lights or rooftop ice melter wires to
keep temperatures above freezing
on really cold spring nights.

15

the growing season is only between 80 and 105
days around these parts, however we do have a
strong advantage in that we have increased daylight hours
Cheat – use transplants. Some
plants you just cannot grow here
from start to finish, for these many
places have access to transplants
of various types. From Tomatoes,
to squash, even lettuce and leeks,
you can usually find a good variety
of transplants. Planting along
a house foundation can greatly
increase your growing season.

Resources:
Visit mybackyard.ca for more
information./articles specific to
growing vegetable in this area.
Google: Cold Frames, extending
growing seasons, frost hardy vegetables, Square foot gardening,
container gardening
h t t p : / / w w w. a l m a n a c . c o m /
content/frost-chart-canada

Pick vegetables that can survive a
light/moderate frost in the spring/
fall. Some plants love the cold,
Swiss chard, spinach, Kale, Radish
and most lettuce require cooler
temperatures to grow better. Other
plants can take various levels of
frosts down to -2C degrees or so.

We tend to have a silty/almost
sandy soil where I am and some
vegetables just love that. Squash,
pumpkins, zucchini produce very
well here.
The following are some tips to help
you grow something this summer.
Raised beds/ Square foot
Gardening allows your soils to
warm up faster, become easier
to work and allow for maximum
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Spring 2015
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STREAM ETIQUETTE

STEELHEAD                                   

Respect an Angler’s Space
This is probably the most violated
rule on the river. Many popular sections of a river can be very crowded
during the spawning run. Crowding
another angler is inconsiderate. If
you approach him or her, make
sure to ask before moving into
the area. Give the angler enough
space so the two of you can fish
without interference.
Don’t Walk into a Run
Nothing aggrevates a veteran
steelheader more than another
angler walking into a run of fish.
Most of the time it’s because the
person is not familiar with the
stream. Most new steelheader’s
are not yet accustomed to reading
water. A common rule I use is “don’t
go past your knees”. Once again,
watch where people are fishing. If
you’re not sure, ask.

cheap. Most foul hooked steelhead
are very difficult to control, resulting in injury or unnecessary stress
to the fish. Once foul hooked, they
will leap from the water and thrash
about, spooking the other fish. If
you repeatedly fight foul hooked
fish in a crowded section, you’ll
become very unpopular. Also, you
will find most game wardens look
at this practice unfavorably.
Tolerate Other Forms of Fishing
This is a never ending debate on
the local rivers: fly fishermen Vs
bait fishermen. To some anglers,
fly fishing is the only way to catch
steelhead, because they are a
trout. I use both fly and spinning

Don’t Jump into Another
Person’s Spot
When an angler is fighting a fish,
more than often they may have to
move from their spot to land the
fish. This doesn’t mean the space
is available, because more than
likely the person is coming back.

Grabbin
some Air
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Spring 2015

Don’t Play a Foul Hooked Fish
If you foul hook (accidentally snag)
a steelhead, snap the line. Tackle is

gear. One day, I may use minnows
– another day I’ll drift nymphs.
Nothing gets my blood boiling
faster than a loudmouth elitist.
There is no better or worse style
of fishing for steelhead.
Continued on page 18...
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STREAM ETIQUETTE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

                                   
Questioning Anglers that Keep
or Release Fish
There is nothing wrong with
keeping a fish. Likewise, there is
nothing wrong with releasing your
catch. If you see an angler release
a nice size fish, it is considered
rude to say “Aren’t you going to
keep that?” or “You should keep
that one!”.

Respect People’s Property

Don’t Litter

This has become a major problem
on Lake Erie’s tributaries. Every
year more and more landowners
have posted “No Trespassing”
signs on their property because
they’re fed up with garbage left
behind and a general lack of
respect. If you come upon a posted
property don’t trespass. If you want
to fish there, ask the landowner. If
they say “no” respect their wishes.
If they allow you, do something
nice in return such as cleaning up
garbage along the shore.

Often when I’m fishing I see
garbage everywhere. First of all
it’s pollutes the environment and
it’s an eyesore. Some sections
of streams have been closed to
fishing because landowners were
fed up with garbage along their
property. Make it a habit to pick up
discarded monofilament, cans and
other trash, and dispose of them
properly.
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Give Others Space When
Fighting A Fish
Give other anglers enough room to
land their catch. If it’s necessary,
take your line out of the water to
give them some space. This may
happen when you’re fishing down
river and another angler has to
move down river to land a fish.
Walk Quietly Around Others
Be courteous to those already on
the streams. Walk behind other
anglers and out of the water if
possible. If you must stay in the
water, walk with minimum surface
disturbance.
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NIPIGON
OUTDOOR PLAYGROUND

What if I were to tell you there is a place
where you could catch thirteen different species of game fish, many trophy
sized and in abundance not found in
more populated areas.
Nipigon, located on the confluence of
the Nipigon River and Lake Superior
provides nearby access to numerous
lakes rivers and streams of various
sizes holding a wide range of fish
species for angling. From salmon on
the great lake to giant lake trout on Lake
Nipigon to world record brook trout in
the Nipigon River, Nipigon is an angler’s
paradise. There is something to catch
in any season.
The Nipigon River is also the place
which holds the world record for Brook
Trout caught in 1915 (100 years). This
is the longest standing world fishing
record on the books. To this day, with
stringent size and possession limits the
fishing is top notch with many fish over
6 lbs. and a few over 10lbs every year.
In addition, the Nipigon area offers
excellent canoe and kayak adventures,
stunning vistas from our many miles
of trails and thousands of old logging
roads to explore.

                                   

Northern Pike
Smallmouth Bass
B r o o k Tr o u t
L a k e Tr o u t
R a i n b o w Tr o u t
Coho Salmon
Chinook salmon
Pink Salmon
Splake (Stocked)
Perch
Wa l l e y e
Whitefish
Cisco
Burbot
Rainbow Smelt
All call the
Nipigon area home,
Making Nipigon an anglers dream. but Nipigon
and area has a lot more
to offer, from its miles of
Lake Superior coastline,
to its small isolated lakes
and rivers for canoeing/
kayaking . Dont forget
the miles and miles of
scenic trails with breathtaking vistas.
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The Nipigon River

THE NIPIGON

A SEASONAL GUIDE                                    

What if I were to tell you there
is a place where you could
catch thirteen different species of game fish, many trophy sized and in abundance
not found in more populated
areas.
Nipigon, located on the confluence of the Nipigon River
and Lake Superior provides
nearby access to numerous
lakes, rivers and streams
of various sizes holding a
wide range of fish species
for angling. From salmon on
the great lake to giant lake
trout on Lake Nipigon to
world record brook trout in
the Nipigon River, Nipigon is
an angler’s paradise. There
is something to catch in any
season.
Spring in Nipigon is a peak
angling time. As the ice retreats the fish of all species
head to the shore, rivers and
streams to spawn and to feed
after the long winter under

the ice. Small streams like
the Little Gravel river, Ruby
creek and small streams on
Jessie lake have good runs
of smelt, first introduced as
forage for lake trout, but tasty
on its own. Fished after dark
with dipnets smelting can be
quite an adventurous outing
for the whole family.
As the smelt are in the
creeks the mouths of creeks
and rivers will attract a more
prized gamefish - the rainbow trout or steelhead as
its also known. Fishing at
the mouths of the Jackpine,
Nipigon and other rivers and
creeks early spring with casting spoons like Cleos can
produce many a fine fighting
fish. As the water warms the
steelhead enter the Creeks
Rivers and streams on their
annual spawn runs. Now
they can be angled with flies,
streamers, eggs and spawn-
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sacks in many of the rivers
of all sizes around Nipigon.
The Jackpine, Wolf and Nipigon rivers provide some of
the best steelhead angling
on the north shore.
The cold spring waters of
the Nipigon River and bay
draw lake trout to the shallows and shore to feed. Into
mid to late June lake trout
can be angled by trolling (no
downriggers needed), casting from shore along the
Nipigon river and even by fly.
Mid to late may in most years
brings the jumbo perch to
the Nipigon Marina on their
spawning run into the lagoon,
they can be seen swimming
under the bridge on the CN
rail line. A bit of a spectacle
as the locals come down to
catch these tasty little fish as
they fight their way to spawn.
Continued on next page 24...

1. Red Rock Marina features a maintained concrete boat launch and docks.
Lake trout and deeper water species can easily be caught in spring and fall off the
ends of the breakwater. The shallows to the west provide some great pike fishing
and there’s even a spring rainbow run up the small creeks around Red Rock.
2. Stillwater creek provides a relatively easily accessed rainbow
run in the spring (Rainbow tend to run in all small creeks in the area).
3. In the Nipigon River, under the bridge and just downstream (upstream is the
famed fish sanctuary – Gapen’s Pool) provides excellent Lake Trout and whatever fishing
in spring and fall, you never know what you may catch.
4. Nipigon Marina/lagoon provides a multitude of species in the spring time. There
are a couple maintained concrete boat launches and ample parking. From jumbo perch
in mid-May to rainbows, lake trout and even the occasional salmon. Large pike lurk the
shallows and weed beds all year long. August into fall sees the Salmon come into the
river. September sees the lake trout come back in numbers as they start they’re spawning runs. The evenings provide quite a show as the Lake Trout will take to jumping out of
the water. September into November sees the fall Rainbow run in the river.
5. Just below the first dam in the Nipigon system (Alexander) is a well maintained
concrete boat launch which provides direct access to prime Lake Trout, Salmon, Rainbow
and occasional Brook Trout fishing as the fish are halted by the dam. During the fall salmon
run the river can become full with boats.
6. Jesse Lake has a well maintained gravel boat launch to the south with ample
parking. From here you have access to the Upper River and Jesse Lake. This is Brook
Trout territory. The Eastern arm provides lots of rocks and cover, fishing close to shore
you are guaranteed some great Brook Trout action. Trolling a little deeper can yield some
great Lake Trout as well as the occasional giant whitefish.
7. Jesse Lake Narrows also has some great Lake Trout trolling/casting with ample
small rocks/islands allowing for great Brook trout action.
8. Where Male Lake creek(s) flow into Jesse is a hotspot for spring smelting, ice
fishing and in the spring/fall comes a great place for Brook Trout.
9. Split Rocks in the main river (well any structure in the river) is the start of the
prime Brook Trout fishing habitat.
10. Just below the Pine Portage dam in the shallow/current and rocky outcrops
become a hotbed of Brook Trout fishing in spring until mid June.
11. Cox Lake has an unmaintained boat launch and hosts smallmouth bass and
Pike.
12. “Little Fraser” as it’s known locally is a great place for a canoe fishing trip,
between two dams it provides some good brook trout fishing as well as the occasional
walleye if you know where to find them.
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.. Continued from page 22

The Annual Nipigon Kids
fishing Derby usually tries
to coincide with the Jumbo
perch however springtime at
the marina can yield almost
any fish available.
Prime fishing from May to
late June in the entire Nipigon river system and Nipigon area changes, a little
more work is needed. You
can catch many species
from shore around Nipigon
all summer long, as the water warms downriggers may
become necessary for the
Lake trout where boat trolling takes over from shore
casting.
Summer camping in the
area lends itself nicely to the
abundant walleye lakes in
the area, from Fraser Lake
to Black Sturgeon Lake to
the lakes up Gorge creek
road (Jean, Barbara). There
are ample camping spots in
and around a lot of the area
lakes.
The end of June brings the
Blueberries – in abundance
around Nipigon which hosts
an annual Blueberry festival every long weekend in
August. A bus takes pickers

Spotlight:

to “secret” locations every
morning for a day’s picking.
www.blueberryblast.com
As the temperatures start
moving into fall, mid to late
August sees the salmon start
to run in the Nipigon, caught
trolling large colorful lures
trolling up and down the
river and even casting from
shore. This will only increase
and peak into September.
The Nipigon fall fishing festival held every Labour Day
weekend in Nipigon has
multiple fish derbies for all
ages and encompasses all
the lakes in the region. www.
fallfishingfestival.ca for more
information.
Brook trout action before
they close for their spawn
also heats up in the river system. Donning their spawning
colours and massing sometimes in large groups it can
be a site to behold. The new
bridge being built in Nipigon
will have a viewing deck that
should make for some great
fish watching into Gapens
Pool fish sanctuary located just upstream from the
bridge.

Nipigon
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can become breathtaking in
the fall. The annual Hike for
Health from Nipigon to Red
Rock takes full advantage of
the fall.
Late September brings another unique opportunity to
Nipigon, evenings at the marina will bring an acrobatic
show as the Lake Trout enter the marina area in large
numbers. The can be caught
using spoons with little Cleos
my favorite. Sometimes you
may even catch a giant from
shore in the 20lb or better
range – if you can land it.
The fall rainbow run starts
in earnest into October, although a false spawn the
fish are much more aggressive and can be caught in
area rivers into November.
October also sees the whitefish spawn on local beaches/
rivers as they mass for their
spawning at the end of October.
Then we all take a month off
and wait for the Ice to freeze.

Fall foliage also draws people to Nipigon area trail systems whose normal vistas
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TEN HOT TIPS
FOR OPENING
DAY WALLEYE
GORD ELLIS                                  
The opening day of walleye season is always a time of anticipation. Are the rivers and rapids navigable?
Will the ice be gone? And what of the fish? You just never know what can happen on the opener, especially
after a winter like we‘ve just had. One thing is for sure, it’s always good at have a few tricks up your sleeves
that can help fill your stringer. Here are ten tips to tuck away for this seasons opener.
The first major
point adjacent to a river
mouth is a
good bet, as
are small, rocky reefs near
shore. Don’t get stuck in a rut.
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Gord Ellis Outdoors
www.gordellis.com

in many river-mouths, walleye will
be cruising looking for food. A jig,
minnow and slip float is one of the
deadliest ways to intercept these
fish and an anchor keeps you on
the spot.

clip to your jig. You can buy them
at most sporting goods stores. The
stinger is then hooked in the back
of the minnow. When the fish are
biting short, a stinger will get you
40% to 50% more hook ups.

Slow down - If it’s a cold day, slow
down your presentation and catch
more walleye. Trolling spinners
with a gas outboard may be too
aggressive a presentation if the
fish are off the bite. If you don’t
have an electric trolling motor, tie
off a drift sock or pail and drop it
in the water to create some drag
when the gas motor is on. You’re
far better off to jig or slowly back

Spinner- Winner Walleye Dinner
- If you fish spinner rigs, try going
a size or two larger than you normally would, especially if the water
is dark or stained. The thump of
a big spinner blade calls fish from
a long way. Also, experiment with
blade colours. White blades are a
sleeper in this part of the world, but
brass, purple and dark blue can
be very good as well, especially in
clear water.
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When river fishing for walleye. If the jig and minnow is not
getting the bite or keeps hooking up on bottom. Carry a few
straight or jointed #11 floating rapala’s in your jig box. I use
black with silver and perch colour. The walleye turn on for these
and will make for a better day out.
are mobile and you should be too.

This article first appeared in the Times Star newspaper in May 2014. It is reprinted with permission. Gord Ellis writes an article once a month for The Times Star newspaper in Greenstone.
The paper is available online and off: www.thetimesstar.ca.
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Bring the Minnows - Minnows are
usually the best opening day bait,
and are very appealing to hungry,
post spawn walleye. They also last
a lot longer in cold water. Have a
selection of sizes from small to
large. I always bring a dozen three
or four inch sucker minnows along
for the trophy fish. Sometimes
the fish will show a preference
for one size of bait over another.
It is shaping up to be a minnow
bite, usually already moving down
the shorelines towards summer
haunts. The first major point adjacent to a river mouth is a good
bet, as are small, rocky reefs near
shore. Don’t get stuck in a rut. Fish

Bring a net - Don’t forget. There
is nothing worse than hooking the
fish of a life time, and having it get
off because you didn’t have a net.
It happens every single spring.
Don’t become part of a campfire
story. Good luck clear water.
Anchor up - If you’re river fishing
and the water is high or dirty,
anchor your boat and fish slowly.
An anchor at the bow and stern of
the boat will give you more stability in wind. It’s easier to keep your
jig near the bottom when anchored
in current, and it allows fish to find
your bait more easily. Don’t let fast
current suck you away from fish.
On shallow flats, like those found
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troll a live bait rig and minnow. Fish
respond to cooling water temperatures by slowing down and sitting
tight to bottom. Don’t expect the
bite to be hot and heavy when you
can see your breath.
Wear your PFD - The water is
cold and if you fall in, you will not
have very long to get out. A PFD
can make the difference between
having a wet, cold dip or a trip to
the morgue. Seriously. Wear it for
yourself and the people you are
with.
Sting them - If you’re jigging, use
a stinger hook. Stingers are small
treble hooks that are attached to
a short piece of monofilament and

Keep sharp! - Always sharpen
your hooks. Crank them up - If the
fish shut down on bait during the
day, try trolling a crankbait. The
classic spring walleye crankbait
is a number 5 or 7 perch Rapala
Shad Rap. Troll this lure through
sand bottom bays, river-mouths
and along windblown shorelines.
Perch make up a big part of the
walleye’s diet in the spring.
It’s Lonely at the Top - Don’t
be afraid to fish away from the
crowds. People pile up around river
mouths on the opener, but walleye
are usually already moving down
the shorelines towards summer
haunts. The first major point adjacent to a river mouth is a good
bet, as are small, rocky reefs near
shore. Don’t get stuck in a rut. Fish
are mobile and you should be too.
Bring a net - Don’t forget. There
is nothing worse than hooking the
fish of a life time, and having it get
off because you didn’t have a net. It
happens every single spring. Don’t
become part of a campfire story.
Good luck
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PORTABLE
FIS HFIN DER?

screens, gps, high resolution, etc. These ‘mini’ units
are much lighter and require
less power which is critical
for an effective portable unit.

WE CAN MAKE THAT                                    

Whatever happened to the
portable fish finder of yesteryear? At one time angers
had several options from a
variety of manufacturers to
choose from. Today ‘modern’ portable electronics are
scarce. The few that are
available are usually the
most basic models offered
by a manufacturer with
limited features. This leaves
anglers who fishes remote
waters from a 12’ or 14’ skiff
with very limited options
when it comes to modern
marine electronics.
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Here is an easy do-it-yourself project to up-grade an
older outdated unit or create
a new unit:
#1 - Most anglers still have
or know someone who has
an old out dated or nonfunctioning portable unit.
Eagle Fish I.D or Eagle Fish
Easy were very common
units back in the day. Units
like this can be found relatively easily at garage sales
or on-line (eBay & kiijiji)
and purchased for next to
nothing. In obtaining one of
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#2 - Obtain a relatively current model marine electronics that you prefer. Most
manufacturers offer downsized versions of their mega
units that boast the same
important features - colour

become an issue if you plan
on carrying it along way with
other gear. Most electronic
stores offer these lead cell
sealed batteries in a variety
of sizes and under normal
use they will commonly last
about 5 years before they
need replacement. The 7
amp hour batteries found in
Vexilars and such can be
transferred from these units
and will operate a 5” colour
screen for up to 3 days.
#5 - Take the unit to your favourite back woods lake and
see what you have been
missing!!!

#4 - Use a battery that will fit
the case and maximize the
Glenn Leroux
available room. Remember
Avid Angler and Tournament
the bigger the battery the
Competitor
longer it will last between
charges but weight can also

:

ADDING PIPE insulation as a float, and rigging the transducer
on a portable fish finder to hang horizontally will work for ice
fishing. May not be a flasher but can tell you if theres fish under
the ice.
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Spring 2015

these units the most critical
components are the carrying case (housing), suction
cup and if the power wiring
is still intact that is a bonus.

#3 - Marry the ‘modern’ unit
to the old case. Most old
cases have mounting brackets that are permanently
attached and need to be
removed with the use of a
hacksaw or small grinder in
order for the new gimbal/
bracket to fit. Install the new
unit as instructed by the
manufacturer. Use stainless fasteners if possible
and seal any holes drilled
into the case to run wiring or
bolts with silicone or urethane to prevent corrosion
issues in the future. The inside of most of these cases
were intended to house a

couple 6 volt batteries or
several ‘D’ cell batteries.
The interior may also need
some renovations to make
room for its future power
source. If the unit is going to
see some rough travel it is
probably best to line the inside with foam tape to keep
the battery secure. Use the
old suction cup to mount
the current transducer. Most
transducer mounts are fairly
universal and will easily
adapt to fit and older suction
cup style mount. A few extra
washers maybe needed
here to make a good fit.
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“The finished project - a Lowrance Elite 5 mounted to a
20+ year old Eagle case”
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BOAT LAUNCH

AVOIDING THE SIDE SHOW                                    

Your alarm screamed at you
at 5:00 am. It didn’t matter as you were awake and
ready to go since 4:30! You
grab your coffee and head
out the door thankful that
you packed all of your items
and hooked up the boat and
trailer the night before. This
was done so you wouldn’t
be wasting precious fishing
time. It’s a two hour drive
to the lake and you are not
going to waste one second
of it!
Finally you are making
your last turn into the boat

launch. You are quite excited as you are the first
one there. You pull over
to the side to uncover the
boat and get things organized before you launch the
boat. As you are getting into
your truck you see another
truck and boat pull into the
launch, do a quick U-turn
and back up within ten feet
of the concrete pad. Then
you notice two anglers get
out and start “getting” their
boat ready!!! You now know
you will be delayed for quite
some time now!

How many times has this
happened to you?
With this being said it’s important to know that users of
a boat launch will most likely
know they won’t be the only
ones utilizing the area.
There will be other people
who will be launching water
craft throughout the day.
Therefore when you arrive
at a launch pull over to the
side to get your boat set
up to launch. This includes
taking the cover off, load-
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ing items, putting the plug
in and undoing the transom
straps. Another good tip is
to unplug your trailer lights
before submersing them.
Once your boat is ready to
go proceed to the launching area. If there are two of
you, have one person back
the boat in while the other
guides you.
Once your boat is at the
water’s edge, have the boat
owner unhook the winch
strap at the bow and get
into the boat. When you are
ready to back up proceed
slowly. The driver must
follow the directions of the
person in the boat. Usually a tap on the brakes will
set the boat a drift and the
person in the boat can guide
the boat to shore or dock if
available.

The driver of the truck
should park the truck and
trailer is such a way that it is
not in the way of other users
and trying to leave as much
room for others when they
require parking.
When you are finished
for the day load your boat
onto the trailer and attach
the bow strap. Winching your boat up should
at most times align your
boat straight. If not you can
straighten your boat by using your big motor. If you
need to move the boat to
the left turn your motor to
the right and give a short
burst of throttle. This will
move the boat to align on
the trailer. Be very careful
using your big motor to do
this. And only use this method if you are comfortable
doing so.
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Once the boat is on the
trailer and secured with the
bow winch strap move the
boat to the side and pack it
up. This will allow others to
be able to use the launch.
With this information in mind
we can all use the launch in
a timely fashion.
Roger Mayer.

USE PIECES of pipe cleaner to
hold hooks swivels, snaps split
rings and other small items, you
can put lots of different items
in same compartment and
never have them mix or tangle.
Different colors for diff sizes,
etc. etc., hooks just slide off.

That escalated
quickly...
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Spring 2015
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HODGE PODGE
RECIPE FROM BACK EAST                                  
Hodge Podge, is an East
Coast (Nova Scotia) meal
I grew up with. It utilizes
fresh, new vegetables out
of the garden in the form of
a meatless stew cooked in
cream/milk.
Traditionally made in the fall
with the harvest, the best
time to make in my opinion
is when the potatoes are
small and new (1″-2″). This
usually coincides with the
peas/beans being harvested
in mid to late July. The carrots as well, are small and
tender at the same time so
all combined this makes
a very tasty early season/
harvest meal. Adding some
new tender turnip is an
added bonus.

Add potatoes (whole if small,
cut into 1″ pieces if larger)
and boil for another 20-30
minutes. You can add up to
1.5 cups of cream or milk if
desired at this point.
Peas go in 10 minutes before the end of the cook time.
You can thicken up the broth
if desired by mixing a tablespoon of flour with 1/2 cup of
cold water and slowly mixing
with the Hodge Podge at the
end.
Dish out and serve when potatoes are done.
That’s it…..

Directions:
Mix beans, carrots, turnip
and cover with water – add
some butter and pinch salt.
Bring to a boil/reduce heat
and cook for 15-20 minutes.
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NECESSARY
KNOTS
BRAID AND MONOFILIMENT                                  

w w w . t h u n d e r b a y f i s h i n g . c o m

Advertising rates

Braided line (modern) is a nostretch, high strength and lightweight line made of multiple
strands all braided and fused into
one coherent line.
Braided line is so strong it
Monofilament is a single doesn’t even cut easily, usually
strand of line and is probably leaving a “bushy” end. Braid line
the most widely used today in cutters actually melt the line and
freshwater anyway.
are well worth the $10 or so if you
Strength tests show that are using braid.
the simple improved clinch
For braid, the simple palomar
knot gives one of the best knot knot is one of the strongest knots
strengths of all terminal fishing and is much easier to tie in braid
knots. Simple to tie even in the than most other knots due to the
dark/low light.
braid line characteristics.
There are basically two types
of fishing line in widespread
use, monofilament and braided.
Following suit there are two must
know knots, one for each line type.

All advertising will be full colour and will appear in all digital
versions available free online from issue date onwards

The Possibilities

as well as any limited print run issues as distributed.

• Direct clickable links to website/email
• Interactive content linked and embedded

Also included will be an appropriately sized web ad for display on the

• Established web community since 2005.

Thunderbayfishing.com site and partner sites for the period between

• Permanent archiving on website for purpetual downloads/readership

issues (Spring, Fall, Winter).

• Web based linking to additional information
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• Extensive social media exposure

B ack page (1) : $800 (185mm x 225mm)

Q

Inside covers (2) : $600 (185mm x 225mm)
Full

page:

$400

(185mm

x

225mm)

1/2 page horizontal: $225 (185mm x 110mm)
1/4 page horizontal: $150 (185mm x 50 mm)
1/8 block ad: $100 (90mm x 50mm)

Limited spaces available

Contact:
807.889.0707

U I C K T I P :

Learn to tie the special
braid knot The Palomar
Knot. Most fishing
knots are not good with
braided line.

ghart@nwoutdoors.ca
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Spring 2015
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Water temperature of 55F is magical. That seems
to be the ideal temp when Lakers really put on a
show.

SPRING L AKERS
A FOCUS ON WATER TEMPERATURE

                                   
medium sized trout. After launching the boat and turning on the
graph only to see water temps of
45F again we knew a change of
tactics from the previous day would
be necessary. For fun we made a
pass through a favoured area trolling spoons without a bite. In short
order the trolling gear was stowed
away and the live bait equipment
was brought out.

As with any open water situation
water temperature has a huge
influence on a lake trout’s activity
level. Spring water temps are generally favourable and put lake trout
in waters more easily fished by
an angler. However, spring water
temps can vary greatly year to year
and if you are an angler who plans
early spring trout trips based on a
pre-determined date or regulated
season opener will find conditions
can vary greatly from year to year
or weekend to weekend.
Case in point was last year’s
opener in Zone 6. We found ourselves on a remote trout lake we
have visited on the opener several
times over the years. Anticipation
for success was high. The lake had
been free of ice for nearly 10 days.
Water levels were high and current

throughout the lake was strong and
the weather had been stable. After
a few hours of plying some of the
past years hotspots not a trout had
been caught. It quickly became
apparent that the surface water
temp of 45F had an effect on the
trout. Simply they were not aggressive and refused to chase down
the spoons we were trolling. This
does not help when you are fishing
a trout lake not known for numbers
but for producing some really good
sized fish under ideal conditions. In
short we wrote the day off for trout
fishing as we found a large school
of post spawn walleye just outside
a current area that kept us busy for
the rest of the day.
Day 2 of opening weekend we
chose to fish a small trout only
lake with a strong population of
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A semi-aggressive presentation
works well.

Homemade spinner rigs dressed
with large minnows and weighted
with large a bell sinker and the
other a bottom bouncer were
dropped down and the 9.9hp was
kicked into reverse. We slowly
back trolled a large sandbar that
protruded into the main lake basin
dragging the bait on or near bottom
in 30-40 feet of water. Before long
there was a solid ‘thump’ on the
line. After a sharp hook set and
a quick battle you could see a 3
pound Laker rolling and twisting in
the clear water directly below the
boat. The same scenario played
itself out several more times that
morning catching a releasing a
number of trout in the 3-6 pound
range.
Lakers are thought of as an aggressive cold water fish but they have
preferences on optimum water
temperature. Knowing your water
temperature and adjusting your
presentation accordingly is a key

factor in successful spring trout
fishing. Location really doesn’t
change. Fish are still utilizing
the same points, sand bars, rock
shoals and boulder flats that they
normally would but based on temperature they relate to them slightly
differently.
As a general rule surface water
temps of 45F or less requires
a slow presentation with
plastics(tubes, swimbaits etc..)
or live bait(jig/minnow or spinner/
minnow) in water from 20-40ft.
Back trolling or using a controlled
drift is best. Focus on the bottom
one third of the water column.
Present you baits as you would to
walleye in a cold water situation....
slow.
When the water temp rises into
the 50F range you can get away
with a more aggressive approach.
Forward trolling (1.5-2MPH) to
cover more water with crankbaits
and spoons is a good starting presentation. If the trout are bumping
the artificials but not hooking up
change to a spinner/minnow
combo and stick with the trolling.
Again focus on water in the 20-40
foot range. Casting can also be
effective and it is worth throwing
some plastics (tubes and grubs)
or a medium sized crankbaits/
minnow bait into the shallows.

Water temperature of 55F is
magical. That seems to be the
ideal temp when Lakers really
put on a show. Troll at speeds of
2-3MPH+ to cover water and locate
fish. Don’t be shy to use larger
baits if the lake you are fishing is
known to produce bigger trout. Live
bait is not necessary and artificial
baits tend to produce more fish
as you can fish them faster and
cover water. Still focus on water
less than 40 feet deep and don’t be
shy to fish ultra-shallow- less than
10 feet deep. Cast jerkbaits and
large plastics into shallow structure and fish them aggressively.
The shallowest fish are generally
the most aggressive so it is best
to start shallow and work your way
deeper until you contact fish and
focus on that depth range.
As the temperature hits 60F the
shallow water bite begins to
fade quickly. Prolonged exposure
to water over the 60 degree mark
is lethal to lake trout. In our area
this usually occurs around midJune on an average year. Lake
trout will start to migrate to main
lake basins and begin to suspend
over deep water adopting their
summer’s patterns. Focus on trolling weighted spoons and hardbaits around structure associated
with deep water. Downriggers can
also be used now for controlled
depth fishing as most fish will be
in water 20ft or more and starting
to suspend over deep water. Stick

with trolling at 2-3mph to cover
water and start focusing on main
lake structure.
Glenn Leroux
Avid Angler and Tournament
Competitor
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U I C K T I P :

If you are spooling up
braided line start the spool
with a few winds of monofilament and then tie a uni
knot to the braid. This will
prevent the braid from spinning around on the spool
rendering the reel useless
as it doesn’t have enough
grip to grab the spool
housing on it’s own. I have
seen this happen to people
on several occasions.
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LITTLE CLEO

FROM THE TACKLEBOX                                    
So what is likely the single most
popular lure for catching trout and
related species? For me at a young
age I learned the value of this
little piece of tackle back in Nova
Scotia on my frequent camping
trips fishing for the elusive brook
trout. Until I moved to NW Ontario
I hadn’t really experienced its true
value to any fisherpersons tackle
box.
What is the Little Cleo?
It’s a spoon style lure made by
ACME tackle, comes in various
sizes from tiny 1/16 oz. to 1-1/4
oz. in a rainbow of colours/colour
combinations. It has been around
for over a quarter of a century and
Field and Stream list it as one of
the greatest lures of all time.
How can you use the Little Cleo?
Well, its versatility is across the
board, from casting smaller ones in
rivers, to trolling and even vertical
jigging through ice, I have caught
fish with them in all the ways listed,
I’ve even heard of people using
small ones on fly rods.

caught some giant whitefish while
trolling and Lake Cisco through the
ice.
What colours should I have?
The base colours are either Gold
or Nickel (silver), these make for
great general purpose lures for
your tackle box. These colours/
combinations are a guide, as all
these colours can yield any fish.
Blue/silver and green/silver are
probably the most used colour
combinations I use and always
have a few of varying sizes on
hand. I have caught all species
mentioned with blue/silver and
green/silver. Gold/Red as well as
rainbow have given me numerous
rainbow trout as well as perch with
the smaller ones. Gold/orange and
Nickle/Orange are great for Lake
trout as well as whitefish.

What do they catch?
Although I principally use them
for salmonid species (all trout
and salmon) I’ve also had great
success with walleye, perch and
pike (much to my dismay after
returning home from work to find
my son used all my Cleos for pike
fishing with no wire leaders). I’ve
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What sizes?
Depends on the target fish, tiny
ones for perch, larger ones for
brook trout, and giant ones for lake
trout/salmon. The most common
size I use is the ¾ oz. – for casting
and trolling.
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U I C K T I P :

Curb your jig hooks! A
standard jig out of the pack
should be modified slightly.
Do this by curbing the hook.
To curb a jig hook just slightly
bend the hook to the left or
right of the shank to off set it.
Then slightly bend the tip out
to widen the gap. You’ll get
way more hook-ups this way.
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SMELT FISHING
A LATE NIGHT ADVENTURE FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY!                                    
Last year around this time I
received a phone call asking
me to wake my five and seven
year old children at midnight
and drive them to a local river.
On any other occasion, I would
have hung up the phone, but
that night was my chance to
participate in a Northern Ontario tradition unlike any other.
Smelting.
Every year at this time, fishing enthusiasts young and old
catch tiny fish called Osmeridae, also known as “smelt”,
that can grow to about forty
centimeters as adults, but are
more commonly under twenty.
(Eschmeyer’s Catalogue of
Fish.) Along the north shore of
Lake Superior, you are likely to
find Rainbow Smelt (Osmerus
Mordax) which are closer to
four inches in length and have
a mouth that extends to just
below their eye. These tiny fish
battle the tough currents of
the lake to swim up rivers and
pack into estuaries for spawning. These small but mighty
fish are an excellent food
source for larger fish and the
perfect solution for a low-cost
outdoor family adventure.
Before heading out for a night

of smelting, you need to first
find out when and where the
fish will run. Although it typically
happens around the month of
May, the exact date changes
with the weather and water temperatures. In short, the smelt
need to be in the mood before
making that long journey. When
the smelt do decide to make
their way into the estuaries, you
will find they are most active
between the hours of 11pm to
2am, so be prepared for a late
night.
For those of you looking for
the best places to catch smelt,
there are many public access
points along the north shore
ranging from the Marina, McVicars Creek, and Current River in
Thunder Bay, continuing down
the highway to the MacKenzie River, then Kama Creek
by Nipigon, McLean’s Creek
and Whitesand River near
Schreiber, all the way to Marathon where you find the smelt
run can sometimes be found
at McKellar Creek. For more
detailed information, you can
review the 2015 Fishing Guide
or check out the Ontario government website.
Continued on page 49...
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BLUEBERRIES
FORAGING FOR SWEETNESS                                  
Late July through mid to late
August brings the local blueberry crop into full production.
People across our region enter
the back roads, old cutovers
and rocky outcrops in search of
these tasty treats. It’s Blueberry
season in Northwest Ontario.

3, 2015) which luckily coincides with the Blueberry Blast
Festival in Nipigon. The cooler
the summer/location the later
the season. Geraldton’s blueberries tend to be a week or two
later than Nipigon as it is farther

Finding a good spot for blueberries requires a little driving
and exploration which in itself
can be an adventure. You are
looking for areas which have
been logged in the last 3-4
years or so - or areas where
the soils are so bad grass/
trees don’t grow. This is where
the blueberries take hold - they
will quickly fill in the scars left by
human activity.
When to go may not be as
easy as it depends on rain, temperature and sunlight. Usually
blueberries are at the start
of their season by the long
weekend in August (August

Typical Blueberry patch
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north/cooler. Hot summers like
a couple years ago blueberries
could be picked much earlier
into July. Cool summers like last
year extended the season into
September.
Picking by hand is easy
enough, simply put your picking
bucket near/under the blueberries, gently work your fingers
through the ripe berries and
they will fall into your bucket.
Picking by hand takes longer
but there usually isn’t much secondary processing.
Blueberry rakes can be purchased locally or online and the
tines of the rake take the place
of the fingers. The key to raking
is to take smaller portions of
plants at a time and not to just
tear out plants. Rakes tend to
pick up leaves, twigs and unripe
berries so further processing is
needed.
Gear required would be a
reliable vehicle/4 wheelers are
handy. A good pair of hikers, lots
of liquids, a cooler and some 4l
ice cream pails (how they get
empty is up to you). Its also a
good idea to bring a four legged
friend, whistle, noisemakers as
bears are also gorging on the
berries you are picking.

Cleaning Blueberries

Freezing Blueberries

Blueberries should only be
washed right before eating.

The best way at preserving
blueberries is frozen. To freeze
the berries try to freeze them in
sizes your recipes would call for.
If you make a blueberry crisp that
requires 4 cups, save them in
four cup batches.

Simply pouring blueberries from
one container to another in a
strong wind will remove a lot of
sticks/leaves and debris.
Rolling berries down a ramp
made out of window screen
about three feet long in a heavy
wind (or with use of a good fan)
will also remove a lot of debris.
Small shallow pans to pick out
green ones and then you have
sorted clean blueberries ready for
the freezer.
For more information and for
picking locations around Nipigon
visit www.mybackyard.ca

In a shallow pan (cookie sheets
work well) spread out the blueberries on waxed paper and
place in deepfreeze for a couple
of hours. The berries will freeze
loosely and can then easily
be put into containers or even
vacuum sealed as I do.
Loosely frozen in containers
allows you to sprinkle into your
favorite recipes/cereals a little at
a time.

Blueberry Picking - East of Nipigon
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Spring 2015
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NIPIGON
KIDS FISH DERBY

LET THE KIDS FISH!                                    
But they came in the style of true
northerners to go fishing and they
continue to come – families from
Nipigon, Red Rock, Hurkett, Dorion
and even Thunder Bay.

Seven years ago Art and Theresa
Laframboise in Nipigon felt there
was something missing for kids.
Each spring the Nipigon Marina,
at a location along the CNR track
called Black Bridge, the fishing for
perch is phenomenal. Both kids
and adults haunt the area for a
couple of weeks from mid-May to
the end, often taking home a dozen
perch.
Art and Theresa recalled taking
their son and daughter fishing to
celebrate a birthday. They could
fish from shore and get a great
catch of fish and if they didn’t, they
enjoyed family fishing fun. When
they were grown and gone from
home, Art recalled the excitement
the kids had at catching perch
or any other fish that were in the
waters there.

So in memory of their children (who
are now young adults with children) they organized a “Kids Fish
Derby” for mid-May. It has continued every May since and it is the
biggest afternoon event the area
has ever taken part in with hundreds of people converging on the
Nipigon Marina. It has become a
real family event, kids with one or
both parents, grandparents, greatgrandparents and friends all converging to the marina.
There have been lean years but
someone always caught a fish
and any child entered in the derby
could wait until his/her name was
called and be assured of a prize.
One year it was shorts, bare feet
and containers of sunscreen, while
another year it was kids wrapped
up in snowsuits and winter boots!
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In 2014 something happened to
either the weather or the fish –
there were so many fish caught
that after 2 hours of weighing fish
a catch was just recorded by the
child’s name! No one had ever
seen so many perch come out of
the hole by Black Bridge and adults
continued to come for days after,
taking home a couple of dozen
perch.
But, it isn’t just perch – the kids
and later the adults were successfully catching lake trout, whitefish,
rainbow, suckers and even carp!
Any pickerel or brook trout caught
have to be released. The Nipigon
Marina is a great place to fish, from
early spring to late fall, often yielding surprising catches of fish of
every species and size.
The CNR trackway cuts across
the water, creating a lagoon on
one side and the marina on the
other, with water moving back and
forth between the 2 through the
channel of a small railway bridge
known locally as Black Bridge.
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In 2015 the Kids Fish Derby is set for Saturday
afternoon on May 23rd and every kid in the area
is welcome, at no cost, to come and fish.

It takes dozens of volunteers,
dozens more donors both locally
and from the area and weeks of
work to prepare. Art admits that
sometimes he wonders about the
wisdom of the work it requires until
he sees the smiles, the grins and
hears the excitement of the kids
who have never caught a fish
before – then it is all worthwhile.

Fishermen at the Kids Derby and
at any other time fish from the main
dock, the floating docks, the shore
along the trackway, on both sides
and even walk out into the shallows
cross from the docks – all successful fishing areas. It is interesting to
fish on the lagoon side and catch
a large carp. In the summertime
these large fish can be seen floating on top of the water, sunning
themselves.

In 2015 the Kids Fish Derby is set
for Saturday afternoon on May
23rd and every kid in the area is
welcome, at no cost, to come and
fish. Some parents and grandparents with small boats take the
kids out on the water in front of the
marina docks, but 95% fish from
shore and from the docks and are
just as successful

Safety is always a concern so toddlers and youngsters are urged to
wear lifejackets especially when
fishing from the docks and often
the township provides the services
of a couple of lifeguards to patrol
the area.

Plan now to visit the Nipigon Marina
and join the fishing excitement.
- Glena Clearwater, Nipigon

ARM YOURSELF! - Necessary Tackle
PERCH
Small Brightly coloured jigs/minnow
Tiny little cleos
Worms/spinners (red/white)
Bobbers for slow retreive
Weights for bottom

Q

U I C K T I P :

Mix up your reeling
when using spinners
or lures. Burst of speed
then slow down then
speed up.... or stop if
enough water. Very
effective for lakers.
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NIPIGON MARINA
CLEANUP AND CHANGES

                                 

For the last few years the Nipigon Marina area has
undergone some significant changes, from moving
Clearwater creek where it empties into the Nipigon
River, to adding RV and camping spots to rebuilding of the dock and adding floating docks however
things are starting to get real interesting with the
next level of changes underway.
In an effort to reduce siltation in the marina, the
break wall has been opened up partially to allow
for the full force (well partial) of the Nipigon River
to flow through on the westward side of the island.
The Lagoon itself has also been opened up for
more flowing water. An upstream bridge has been
put in to allow water to free flow under the old CN
tracks. In addition the existing Bridge at the downstream edge has been greatly deepened to allow
for better all-round flow through the lagoon and
marina. It is hoped this change will also help reduce siltation in addition to restoring some walleye
fry incubation space.
All this as well as multi-years’ worth of diving
cleanup by Eco-divers of Thunderbay and local
volunteers which have removed hundreds of old
tires and debris from the lagoon. A larger scale
cleanup is scheduled for 2015.
So restoring the river flow somewhat, cleaning the
lagoon, what’s next in the grand plans for the Nipigon marina? How about a lookout and boardwalk
as well as entertainment venues. Construction will
be ongoing all summer.
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Spring 2015
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SMELT FISHING
A LATE NIGHT ADVENTURE FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY!                                    
... Continued from page 43

While you are there, don’t
forget to renew your fishing
license!
If you plan to catch enough
smelt to cook, you will need to
purchase a net. A standard net
is too large for these tiny fish,
so we use long handled nets
made specifically for smelting. For the smaller members
of our family, I pack a towel
and some mittens for the ride
home and let the kids use their
hands to catch the fish. Smelting is a great alternative for
the pre-kinder crowd that lack
the patience and coordination
to catch larger fish, but really
love the outdoors.
Last, but not least, you will
need some sort of a bucket or
container to carry your smelt
home. For our trip, we packed
a bucket as well as some
smaller containers so the kids
could bring home their catch.
Just be sure to include some
water so they don’t dry out
while you catch up on some
much needed rest.
Be warned, the name Osmeridae is derived from the greek
word meaning “stinky fish” and

that is exactly what you get if
one of these little guys land in
your vehicle, stick to a shoe,
or stay caught in a net. If you
miss one during the night, everyone will know by morning!
At this time, Ontario has no
limit for dipping smelt, but
please fish responsibly. Smelt
in other parts of the world like
the Delta smelt, another member of the Osmeridae family
and the California cousin to
our Rainbow smelt, are now
endangered from corporate
environmental practices and
continued fishing. Although the
smelt population is less than
it has been throughout history, we are fortunate to have
enough fish to continue the
tradition.

After a fun night catching smelt
you can cook your bounty with
limited effort. Cleaning smelt
literally takes seconds. You
snip from the vent forward,
then clip the heads. From
there, most people make smelt
fries by dipping them in batter and dropping them in the
pan or deep fryer, but there
are hundreds of smelt recipes
online.
Our family looks forward to another late night trip to the river
in a few weeks. It ends ice
fishing season and is the perfect start to camping season.
Last year might have been our
first smelting experience, but
I look forward to continuing
this local tradition for years to
come.
- Nola Robitaille and family
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GIANTS
FR OM SHORE
RED ROCK

                                   

On June 8th, 2013, Cal Lawson
moved to Red Rock from Rosseau,
On where his ancestors had pioneered. He is a fisherman and a
hunter, a gardener, and Master
Electrician. In Rosseau, he fished
through the ice and off the shore.
In Red Rock, he walked the Marina
and fished from shore. Each day,
he caught fish, and suppers were
magnificent with fresh fish off the
BBQ.
The variety of fish was astounding:
Cohoe salmon, Chinook salmon,
pink salmon, steelheads (rainbow
trout) brook trout, pike, Muskie,
pickerel(can’t keep these on
Nipigon Bay), perch, small-mouth
bass, whitefish, lake trout. Cal
says he has never before found
so many varieties in one location.
Cal’s fishing rod is a Gapen spinning reel and five foot rod, which
he won two years ago at a meet
the author night at the old Gapen
Chalet Bungalow Lodge, now a part
of Lake Helen Reserve. His favourite lures are: Five of Diamonds,
Red and White and Cyclops. He
never uses live bait.
In the picture Cal is holding a 30lb
pike he caught from the Red Rock
shoreline. The pike is shown lying
across the tailgate of his truck, a

Q

U

I

C

K

T

I

P

:

Fish the shoreline the waves are
hitting. Its eroding the shoreline and stirring up food and
the fish know it

length of 42 inches. Landing the
fish, Cal was helped by another
fisherman, who grabbed the fish
by the bottom jaw, with pliers.
Fortunately the fish was well
played out after 15 plus minutes
of being played.
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SMELTING ON
RUBY CREEK
HISTORY                                  
In the first full moon of the
spring run-off, the smelts run
up the rivers to spawn. Ruby
Creek was one of many smeltbearing streams near Nipigon,
and one particular night, there
was a huge party, to liven up
the smelting. The banks were
crowded with locals. The night
was dark, it must have been
cloudy. Liquor flowed freely,
and there was a huge bonfire
where the songs were being
belted out, accompanied by an
accord ian and a piano. Can you
believe it? Someone had carted
out a piano, and the music was
lively, as was the singing.
People were fishing with
flashlights and nets of all sizes.
They were filling washtubs,
garbage pails, potatoe sacks,

even the back of a half-ton. We
children were running around,
chasing each other, brandishing burning sticks, watching the
tipsy enthusiasts fall into the
river and get pulled out. It was
hilarious.

did step on some of them.
Once the bears got wind
of the rotten smelts, they paid
the town a visit, particularly the
gardens that were rich with this
smelt fertilizer. There was a real
game warden back in the 40’s
to chase the bears, or to shoot
them if they had become nuisance bears.

When we got home, the
smelts were stored in the basement, to be cleaned and fried for
supper the next day. Neighbours
who had gardens added the
smelts for fertilizer. Some neighSara Jeffrey owns/operbourhood boys dug a hole in the ates 8th Street B&B located in
path we took through the little Nipigon, just 15 minutes west
bush, and filled it with smelts so of Ruby Creek
that we would step in the hole
on our way to school. The smell
lasted for weeks. We jumped
over the hole. But some animals
dug up the decaying smelts, and
spread them around, so that we

This September, two escort car
drivers were putting in time, and
fishing with pickerel lures they had
brought with them from Southern
Ontario. Cal offered them trout
lures, and they caught several
trout.
If you happen along the Red Rock
Marina, and see a solitary fisherman, it just might be Cal. If you
are not catching fish, it might be an
idea to ask him for some advice.
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SMOKING
FISH PRESERVATION BASICS                                    
Smoking Fish
A primer
Smoking fish as long been a
method of preserving fish for
future consumption. There were no
fridges and by utilizing the natural
sterilization effects of salt and
smoke a reliable method of long
term fish storage was created.
Cold smoke vs Hot smoke
Cold smoking requires a very low
temperature smoke for a prolonged
period typically at temperatures
below 100F. Hot smoking occurs at
higher temperatures (140F-170F)
for shorter periods of time. The
backyard smokers typically are all
considered hot smokers for time
and safety reasons.
Smoking has three basic steps.
The Brine, the “pellicle” and the
smoke.

salt and one half cup brown sugar.
The salt/sugar can be increased
together or separately depending
on taste.
Additional flavourings like spices,
soy sauce, wine, peppers, etc. etc.
can be added to taste (may take
some experimentation)
Brining the fish submerged in
your brine mixture, refrigerated
for eight hours or so (depends on
the amount and type of fish). After
they’ve soaked long enough take
them out, drain and dry them off
and then place them on drying/
smoking racks to form a glaze or
“pellicle”.
The pellicle is an important piece
of the smoking procedure as it will
lock some of the juices in and allow
for the smoke to adhere properly.
Using fans is a great way to speed

The Brine
Basic brine is comprised of salt
and sugar dissolved in water. The
Salt preserves, breaks down the
proteins and improves the flavor.
The Sugar extends the freshness
of the end product as well as adds
to the taste.
The Salt must be non-iodized (pickling salt) and the sugar is typically
brown sugar for increased flavor.
Typical ratio for a simple brine if 2
Quarts water, one half cup pickling
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the process up. After about an hour
the fish will form a tacky surface –
this is the pellicle.
The Smoke
The smoke is the last stage in the
smoking process. Smoke time
depends on size of fish being

smoked and temperature of the
fish. Typically smoking will start out
cooler to work the smoke into the
fish without cooking it, then near
the end of the smoking time raising
the temperature so that a “bacteria killing” temperature of 170F is
reached – this is the finishing and
can be done without smoke.
If your smoker doesn’t have adjustable temperature - just finish in a
preheated oven.
The flavor of the smoke is derived
from the smoke chips/pucks. Some
provide a harsher smoke, others a
sweet or fruity flavor. Type of fish
and desired taste dictate the type
of smoke used. Alder is a typical all
round smoke flavor for fish.
Some secrets/advice
Smaller, serving sized pieces will
brine and smoke faster than full
fish and will package quite nicely.
For packaging use vacuum seal
bags and then freeze for prolonged
consumption. Glaze with maple
syrup or sprinkle brown sugar over
smoking fish right before raising
the temperature for finishing. Try
to use tried and true recipes for
brine/smoking times – there are
lots available online, just make
sure you limit your searches by
the type of fish you are smoking.
Cooler outdoor temperatures allow
for better smoking so spring/fall are
ideal, you can always freeze fish
for smoking later.
Never re-use brine. Always make
sure brine is kept cool. The more
salt you add, the longer it will be
preserved but there is a limit to how
much salt the brine water can hold.
Heated up water will dissolve more
salt/sugar than cold water.
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1

Standard Soy/Brown
sugar brine for use
with trout species.
2 Quarts water
2 cups soy
1.5 Cups Brown sugar
1/2 cup non-iodized Salt
1.5 tsp Granulated Garlic
1 tsp Ginger (optional)
Alder/Apple smoke for
6-12 hours depending
on size of fish fillets or
preference.

2

Lake Trout is a fattier fish and usually
a little brown sugar or
maple syrup glaze really
enhances it.
2 quarts water
1/2 cup brown sugar
1/2 cup pickling salt
2 Tbsp Pickling spice
1 Bay leaf
Alder smoke for 1-2
hours, sprinkle brown
sugar or glaze with maple
syrup and increase heat
for another hour.

3

For longer shelf
life add more salt.
Vacuum seal the end product in eatable sized portions and freeze for up to
a year. Usually will last for
a month out of the freezer
but keep refrigerated.
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REGIONAL
E VENTS

Events Calendar

JUNE                                    
June 7-14

Thunder Pride
Thunderbay

June 12

June 12-14

Kenora & District All Breed
Championship Dog Show
Keewatin

May 23

June 12-14

Nipigon Kids Fishing Derby
Nipigon

Water and Wheels Crusin’ for
Deals
Kenora

May 23,24

June 13-14

Dorion Birding Festival
Dorion

May 24

Golf for Gold
Geraldton

June 1-5

Black Fly Festival
Pickle Lake

June 6-7

19th annual Lake Trout fishing
derby
Red Rock

June 19-21

Aboriginal Day Celebrations and
Pow Wow
Long Lake 58 First Nation

June 21

Relay for Life
Thunderbay

MAY                                    

Kite Festival
ThunderBay
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Fathers Day Community Ride
Kenora

June 21-23

Red Rock kids Fishing Derby
Red Rock

June 25

Men’s Club Annual Fish Fry
Sioux Narrows

June 26-28

Geraldton Walleye Classic
Geraldton

June 27

June 14

Swinging Seniors
Kenora

Dragon Boat Festival
Thunderbay

June 14

Pride in the Park Music and
Community Festival
Thunderbay

May 1-3

Nakina Spring Thaw
Nakina

May 2

Folklore Festival
Thunderbay

May 8,9

Lakehead Shrine Circus
ThunderBay
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JULY                                    
July 1-4

Peaceful Border Days
Fort Francis

July 1

Rotary Lucky Duck Race
Kenora

July 1
Canada Day
Celebrations
Greenstone
Nestor Falls
Sioux Narrows
Thunder Bay
Red Rock

July 2

Pulling for Peace
Kenora

July 3,4

Bass Bash Tournament
Nestor Falls

July 3-5

Blues Festival
Thunderbay

Longlac Summerfest
Longlac

July 17-19

Lake Nipigon Trout Hunt
Beardmore

July 17-19

Nipigon River Brook Trout
Festival
Nipigon

July 17-19

Rainy River Railway Daze
Rainy River

July 18-19

Dragon Boat Race Festival
Thunderbay

July 18

Superior Country Jam
Thunderbay

July 19

July 11-13
July 14

Lake Superior Day
Thunderbay

Christmas in July
Sioux Narrows

July 13-19

Staal Foundation Open
Thunderbay

July 14

Teddy Bear Picnic
Thunderbay

AUGUST                                    

July 16-19

Children & Youth Fishing
Tournament
Nestor Falls

Naotkamegwanning First
Nation Pow Wow
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July 19

July 24,25

Greenstone Survive the Park
MUD RUN
Geraldton

July 25,26

Valley Fresh Buskers Festivals
Thunderbay
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July 30-Aug 1

August 1,2

August 13-16

July 31-Aug 2

August 1,2

August 14-16

July 31-Aug 2

August 5-9

Agricultural Fair
Kenora

Nakina Catch N’ Release Derby
Nakina
Blueberryblast
Nipigon

Annual Slow-Pitch Tournement
Nestor Falls
Art Festival
Sioux Narrows

Big Island First Nation Pow Wow
Morson

August 15

August 28-30

August 7-9

August 21-23

Big Grassy First Nation Pow
Wow
Morson

August 22

Westfort Street Fair
Thunderbay

Merchant Madness
Siouz Narrows

August 7-9

Wawa Salmon Derby
Wawa

Ginoogaming Pow Wow
Ginoogaming FN

Festa Italiana
Thunderbay

Live from the Rock Folk
Festival
Red Rock

August 21-23

Moose n’ Fiddle Festival
Nestor Falls

August 21-23

Labour Day Fast Ball Tournament
Rainy River

August 31

Harbourfest
Kenora

Rib Fest
Thunderbay

August 8,9

The Bergstrom Golf
Tournament
Geraldton
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SEPTEMBER                                    
September 18,19

Savour Superior Food & Drink
Festival
Thunderbay

September 19,20
Crow Lake Classic Bass
Tournament
Nestor Falls

September 21

Prosperity Northwest Business
Forum & Trade Show
Thunderbay

September 25,26
Musky Cup Tournament
Nestor Falls

September 4-7

Fall Fishing Festival
Nipigon

September 25-27

Walleye Tournament
Rainy River

September 6

Fort William Fall Street Festival
Thunderbay

September 9-13
Bay Street Film Festival
Thunderbay

September 11,12
Longlac Chamber of
Commerce Trade Show
Longlac

September 11-13
Bassin’ For Bucks
Sioux Lookout

September 12

Triple P Tri-Sport Fun Race
Nestor Falls
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September 25-27

Culture Days
Thunderbay

September26

Hike for Health
Nipigon, Red Rock

H T T P : // W W W . N O R T H O F S U P E R I O R . O R G /
To North of Superior Country, at the centre of Canada and adjacent to the world’s largest freshwater lake - Lake Superior.
We offer you the natural beauty of spectacular lake and land touring routes, affordable
family fun, exciting eco-adventures and world class fishing and trophy hunting.
Whether you’re climbing the Sleeping Giant, visiting the City of Thunder Bay or gazing up
at our Northern Lights, we’ll offer you a true taste of everything great in Northern Ontario.
Catch the Northern spirit and soothe your soul – Visit North of Superior Country.
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See you in the Fall...

Deadline for advertising and story submissions is
August 15th
New and updated content all summer online!

Release of fall edition: September 1, 2015
www.nwoutdoors.ca

